The dioxygen cycle. Spectral, kinetic, and thermodynamic characteristics of ferryl and peroxy intermediates observed by reversal of the cytochrome oxidase reaction.
The catalytic mechanism of O2 reduction by cytochrome oxidase was studied in isolated mitochondria and mitoplasts by partial reversal of the reaction. At a high redox potential (Eh) of cytochrome c, high pH, and a high electrochemical proton gradient (delta mu H+) across the inner mitochondrial membrane, the initial ferriccupric state (O) of the oxidized enzyme's bimetallic oxygen reaction center is converted to ferryl (F) and peroxy (P) intermediates, the optical spectroscopic properties of which are reported in detail. This is associated with reversed electron transfer from the bimetallic center to ferricytochrome c. The kinetics of reduction of ferricytochrome c by the reversed electron transfer process are compared with the kinetics of formation of F and P. The results are consistent with transfer of one electron from the ferric-cupric bimetallic center (O) to cytochrome c, yielding the F intermediate, followed by transfer of one electron from the latter to cytochrome c, yielding the P state. In the absence of an effective redox buffer, poising cytochrome c highly oxidized, these primary events are immediately followed by reoxidation of cytochrome c, which is ascribed to forward electron transfer to enzyme molecules still in the O state. This forward reaction also results in accumulation of the P intermediate. Kinetic stimulations of the data predict equilibrium constants for the reversed electron transfer steps, and Em,7 values of approximately 1.1 and 1.2 V may be calculated for the F/O and P/F redox couples, respectively, at delta mu H+ and delta psi equal to zero. Taken together with previously measured Em,7 values, these data indicate that it is the two-electron reduction of bound dioxygen to bound peroxide that is responsible for the irreversibility of the catalytic dioxygen cycle of cell respiration.